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Letter from the Editor
February 15, 2016
Dear Readers,
I’ve been thinking a lot lately about the versions of ourselves that we invent and kill inside
the space of a poem. In almost every poem I read or write, I see aspects of the self
elegized—Emily Dickinson’s “My life closed twice before its close” comes to mind—I know
as poets we elegize ourselves: who we were, who we are, and who we will be; we mourn what
never was and who we will never be. Sometimes we mourn ignorance and innocence and all the
lost possibilities in between. Sometimes I believe Carl Phillips when he writes “to know is to
live flayed” (117).
I’ve always known the body fails. Growing up beneath a set of physical restrictions—don’t
run, don’t play sports, don’t treat your body like a playground—has made me all too aware
of how breakable our bodies are. Yet, I’ve always wanted to be a professional dancer, always
loved ballet, tap, jazz; as a teenager I even tried pointe once, braced with ankle braces and
sheer will, unwilling to believe I could not make my body conform to song and my
imagination. The dancer believes in her body. She believes in its beauty, its muscle memory,
its teachableness. The dancer also knows, but refuses to believes, that the body is
temporary; as she dances, it becomes mythological.
Even as we believe the body is reliable, it is not; even as we believe passion is enough,
sometimes it is not. I see this hope and suspended disbelief in poetry, and I’ve always
wondered how this knowledge and the resistance to it can coexist—I’m suspended by the
secret hope, my mother’s hope, that I can be anything I want to be. Suspended, because
ultimately I fail more than I succeed. There is a version of myself I keep in my mind: I am
twenty pounds lighter, graceful and poised, and I can quote Rilke and the other poetry
greats from memory. There are versions when I am nothing, Celan’s “No-One’s-Rose.” I
guess the truth lies somewhere in between.
I have no answers. Only that I often think of poem as self-creation myths. As always, I hope
you enjoy reading. And many, many thanks to our contributors and their wonderful poetry.
Best,
Kara Dorris
Editor-in-Chief
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I want once more to be written
in the book of life, to be written
anew every day
until the writing hand hurts.
—Yehuda Amichai, “I Passed a House”
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BRUCE BOND
The Personal God
The big names are harvesting the world
the best they can. Why is never as clear
as music is that clarifies so little.
The great hearts long to be particular
as you and I who are one minus one.
One pulse knocks the door of the skin,
one spine shivers with a distant phone call.
The taller the name the farther it falls
away. From what, you ask. Like a name.
And so God came one day as the father
of each and every, so I might ask him,
is that you in my father’s love and anger,
my father’s grave. And I asked the wind
who’s neither wind nor branch. But conversation.
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Cézanne
To see the trees as seen is to believe
you are in them, your boot-print in the mud,
your shadow in the leaves that fall from leaves.
Long ago I understood things I made
in terms of understanding. Now I know
less and less of them and so I make them.
So the composition of the whole grows
strange, lonely for what, I cannot fathom.
To see the eye as seen is to separate
its parts into small and smaller pieces.
to separate the white space with a piece.
Out of chaos they came: this world, this iris.
And so, together, returned. Lost like us
who hold each other in the wilderness.
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TONYA EBERHARD
Abduction, 1884
When she was six she was taken to the place of the pines.
The only thing left behind was a bowl of sliced
pineapples, four pale yellow triangles. The licked spoon
rested across the porcelain rim. She was given a room
with no windows, a cherry wood dresser pressed up
against yellowed wallpaper with roses. They were
gypsies dancing with scarlet scarves.
Loneliness graced the woman who took her. She
desperately wanted something to love, without
ever knowing how to. She gave her a dolly
named girl, who had tangled, maggot-infested
brown hair and a dirty white dress imprinted
with little strawberries.
She made her call her mother, and each night
placed an oval plate outside her door—dry,
crusted bread scraps, shriveled plums, flattened
grapes and hemorrhaging raspberries. Even if
she ate it all, the girl was still hungry. Her stomach
churned acid that burned her throat, her intestines
groaned and twisted, playing the role of a
contortionist.
There was no sun to lead the way into caverns
Of the deep. Candles were placed around
The perimeter of the bathtub. The girl’s hair floated
around her like black kelp. She was a failed
Ophelia, trying to get her lungs to expire underwater
multiple times. Imagining water lilies and mermaids
always called her back.
By the time she was thirteen, she had given up
remembrance of her name. Every Saturday she was
called down for tea, fitted with a black dress too
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tight at the bust, too long at the feet. What a lovely
daughter you have, they would say. Her trembling
hand rattled the teacup in thanks.
On an early spring day, she lay on the wooden floor,
one arm outstretched towards the oval plate,
the other hand pressing a peach pit to her lips,
her tongue sliding over the crevices.
She wondered what the rain looked like as it
fell on the roof above her, a soft pitter-patter.
She looked up to see flowers peeling off the wall,
they were gypsies in red scarves, dancing around her.
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“Beach”
On honeycomb sands the
beachcombers search for
starfish, pearls tucked under
tongues of clams, spiky
sea urchins in the deeper ends.
With no kelpies in the water,
sand mermaids are built on
the shore. Upper body flailing,
arms swinging in protest.
The illusion: human legs trapped
under wet sand. Long hair of
seaweed, a natural green
clinging to sunburnt forehead.
How do mermaids birth their
babies? Pushed from the
bellybutton. Eggs laid in
a fluid nest.
They die by dissolving into
sea foam, another life formed
from the substance.
Just like we, you, I, us.
Forming, separating, dissolving into
another counterpart. Gone then
regrown, the next generation taking
our place,
a starfish growing back its
arm before being thrown back to
the sea.
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Born in the Wrong Era
for Anna Glenski
Whoever thought to mix
peas with macaroni & cheese
is a genius. It is the staple
stovetop meal after early
dismissal schooldays in tedious
Catholic uniform. Plaid skirts,
collared shirts that brag something
we don’t believe. We eat the pasta
from half-dirtied bowls. It doesn’t
matter, it tastes of home.
It is the era of flip phones and
dial-up internet, tight fitted tops,
flare jeans. Kids still have the
imagination for midnight
Bloody Mary dares in the
bathroom. Don’t be stupid, don’t
say it. TV show episodes air like
serialized Victorian Novels in the
newspapers.
It is the summer of endless rain.
During family dinner with another
family, my eyes gaze out the
window to see mudslides carrying
away the neighborhood woods,
flooded baseball fields, overflowing
rivers. Then, the jolting voice at the
dinner table: ‘Pass the honey, honey-’
the nervous laugh, a blush.
Under rain-soaked sky, mosquitos
bite into our skin as our teeth sink
into fudge bars. During the car ride
to my other home, you blast the
song Chariot, insisting to play it
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at your funeral.
I pinky-promise, not knowing until
years later it was under one condition—
only if we could go back and be buried
in the right era.
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CHRISTOPHER WOODS
The Day They Talked About It
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Round Top Window
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JESSE MILLNER
Because Frank Fell Down

When my dad’s house caught fire last year
much of my childhood was destroyed: picture
albums and yearbooks, report cards, that
award certificate from 6th grade celebrating
my first place finish in the 50 yard dash,
and an old tape recording of Neil Armstrong’s
first words on the moon.
Much was lost, but my brother salvaged a few
pictures, most taken at my grandpa’s farm
in Burkeville, Virginia, revealing the red-brick house
built after the Civil War, a place I’ve dreamed so often
now the back drop for a black and white picture
of my mom holding me when I was a baby
as a goat walks by in the background.
My mom was so beautiful then, with her
dark black hair and shy smile. I look
at her eyes and see how much she loved me.
Picture after picture, these tiny testaments
to a perfect love so long ago when a mid20th century sun lit the tobacco fields
and there were still hundreds of acres
of oak and pine covering those Nottoway
County hills. In the late sixties
the land was logged, reduced
to a moonscape. My grandpa’s love
of booze accelerated and he coasted
downhill past the grim markers on the road
to alcoholism, smiling the entire way.
I look at pictures and find what was once real.
I look at pictures and see the tangible: love
and barns, the windmill, the rusty pump
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that summoned iron-tinted water from
the well, from the Virginia underground
where old gods stirred and stuttered
each evening when the sun left us
alone in the starry darkness of a world
without lights where it did seem as if
God and heaven were close, and that the moon
was closer still, something I could almost
touch before I crawled beneath my grandma’s
quilts and dreamed of love and the moon,
of a righteous God protecting us
from any earthly harm.
I have to add that I only won that fifty-yard dash
in sixth grade because a kid named Frank, who
was faster than me, slipped at the starting line.
And, by the way, the goat in the background of the picture
with my mom was white with black spots and like
all goats it was a mean son of a bitch.
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It Spoke Something Beautiful

My grandfather drank too much
and broke the kitchen chairs on Saturday
nights when we hid upstairs
in that dark bedroom I’m always
returning to in dream with its
homemade quilts folded over two lumpy beds,
one for Mom and the other for the three
of us kids shivering beneath our heaven-bound breath.
All these years later, have I dreamed
details into the setting, added a mirror
in the corner of the room, where right
now my mom is brushing her long
black hair? Are the mud daubers real?
Spitting nests into the corners of high windows
that look out over the night fields
where the whippoorwills stir on the forest
floor, wailing into the night, truth telling
the sorrows of the world in every song?
Was the blacksnake real, the one that forced
itself through a gap in the sheet metal-covered fireplace
and poured itself out into the early morning darkness?
Did I really awaken to my mother’s screams,
to the flickering tongue that spoke something
beautiful until my grandpa showed up with
his twelve gauge and transformed
the living creature into a bloody rope?
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How Each Body is a World

I dreamed I was running
through a bright Florida morning
in lingerie, which was quite disturbing
because the panties didn’t fit and
rubbed against my thighs
like some kind of meaning summoned from friction,
from the almost combustion of fabric on skin.
These lines are a fiction. I didn’t really dream
this. I was actually looking at a poem title
that had the words morning,
running, lingering, and half asleep at my desk
lingering seemed better as lingerie.
Because lingering is kind of a creepy word,
close friend of malinger, brother of malignant,
the kind of syllables that always malign
the notion our lives have meaning,
that the friction between what we intend
and what spills out on the page
will one day blaze into speaking
a fire, a landscape,
or a child’s toy--broken, abandoned,
malingering in a dusty closet
amid the ghosts of old clothes,
some of them underwear, a few of them
intimate, still carrying the scent
of romance on nights when the flesh
tingled and blood thrashed through arterial
rivers looking for places where
a woman’s hips stretched into a canyon with walls
like jagged lines from Neruda, who saw
how each body is a world, and within
each world is an entire planet filled
with strange species and four hundred
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kinds of butterflies that brighten the hours
of beautiful spaces even as they pollinate
plants and bring a morning of flowers,
of stems, of petals, of glory.
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RICHARD VYSE
Punctured Mindscape
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PHILIP DACEY
LITTLE FUGUE ON FOUR VIETNAMESE PROVERBS

The meat has been brought to the tiger.
There’s no river without its bend.
The meat has been brought to the river,
where each basket leans toward its owner.
Bet on the ants, not the elephant.
Let the elephant be brought to the tiger
when he leans toward a basket of meat.
Each river of ants has its bend.
Who owns a river of ants?
Who owns the meat in the basket?
Every elephant, tiger, and ant
bets on the bend in the river.
A river without a bend
is a tiger without meat,
a basket without an owner.
An elephant in a basket
brings all owners to the river,
where ants and tigers
bet on the elephant, who leans,
or on the owner, who bends.
Let the river be brought in a basket
to the ants, those owners of elephants.
All owners must bend toward the river.
Bet on a basket of owners.
Bet on any river of meat.
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NEW YORK CITY CENTO SONNET: W. 76TH

Some street-talk I overhear can make my day:
“Why should I worry? I’ve got nothing to hide.”
“If you think I’m a terrible person, that’s okay.”
“It’s not happening.” “My personal trainer died.”
“The Catholic Church is the best of all pirate ships.”
“Listen--I’ve got a phenomenal memory.”
“They have 100-layer lasagna.” “We stayed up
and watched a stupid movie on TV.”
“Do you see numbers in your sleep at night?”
“I’ll defend with my life your right to like merlot.”
“They don’t understand each other’s humor yet.”
“That’s the guy I didn’t hire a year ago.”
“And then I said, ‘Your honor, that’s why I’m here.’”
“Do you know you have a leaf in your hair?”
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KENDAL ADAMS
FOR SAD GIRLS WHO STEAL ICING PACKETS OUT OF TOASTER STRUDEL BOXES

i hope your days to come are as great as you are
even if you are stuck in bumblefuck nowhere
and meticulously blow swisher sweet smoke out your window in the dead of night
so that your father will never find out just how unhappy you are
people always say the two of you are so alike
that you have his deep-set charcoal eyes
his deadpan humor
but more than that
you know you share his disposition
an internalized longing for something more
intelligence so fine-tuned
that it’s now become impossible to exist
without the weight of the world on your shoulders
he doesn’t smile at you like he used to
and you know he keeps marlboros and bourbon buried beneath the old winter coats in the
guest room closet
though he promised your mother he quit a long long time ago
and yet
even so
somehow
you are still here
the world may have put out your fire
but your dark clouds of billowing smoke have not yet dissipated
you will steal icing packets out of toaster strudel boxes and eat them as fast as you can
all at once
watch raunchy internet porn on full volume and masturbate with a once-familiar adolescent
fervor
weave elegant crowns out of dried seaweed and adorn yourself into a splendorous swamp
queen
and the next time the boy you let cum on your face says you should wear less eyeliner
kick him in the balls
and then
run
daddy may go gentle into that good night
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but not you
not you
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RICH GLINNEN
“The Towel Rack”
Last week
The towel rack
Near the shower
Collapsed
Under the weight
Of a hand towel
I looked down
At the loose bar
Wearing the red towel—
Like a velvet robe
Draping an
Overdose
“Shit,” I thought,
And my toenails
Were long

This brisk morning
Ali and I
Waltzed
Into the shower
Shimmying in and out
Of the water—
Lathering
Rinsing
Boiling
Freezing
Until
A 500 pound
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Tortoise
(Hiding under the
Bathwater apparently)
Throws my balance—
Eyes widened
Pierced the Monday haze
Ankles crisscrossed
Balls crushed
Against my thighs
Going out like
An old man
And down I go,
Wet ass
Walloping
Porcelain
Ali’s thin
Unsuspecting legs
Are no match
For my clumsiness
She plops onto me
Like wet laundry
But glimmering
Above
Like a midnight beacon—
The towel rack handle
Holding firm
Under my
White-nailed
Grip.
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IRA JOEL HABER
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LANA BELLA
FOR YOU MUST WANDER

darkness bends over
the length of
your body:
play with me, it said,
for I am a museum
of carvings where
shadows
are the desperation
you sleep beside-so you peel your fingers
off from the light,
committing to mind
how this gathering
of skin and bones can
feel like sliding
into an old ghost tale,
in which you are a poor
thespian, ill-dressed,
sitting silhouetted
beneath a study of colors--
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SIPS OF GIN AND SNORTS OF POWDER

it signals that in a flash,
he'd be the wind to consume the empty
from your small, upturned hands,
where the drunken tragedy
is sleeping off-but your eyes still follow suit
of who you were,
as if time stands idly still, floats on
the precipice of your snapshot
in sips of gin and snorts of powder—
on the day made softly blushed
by a crust of hope,
he moves through you like
the living breaths
giving back essence into the whorl
of a dying universe,
whose wayfarers have trod the path both
feverish and mad,
with you its unwitting siren--
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SIMON ANTON DIEGO BAENA
The light is dim

the hours close in as a dagger
pointing to the heart

as the day ends
like a lame orgasm.

Here, a child paints the deleted world.
A cigarette gasps for breath in the gutter.

A window looks out to the moon.
On her pallid surface you recall

the faces of those who perished
in the flood—

a prayer is uttered:
“Lord, protect us
from crows, from skulls,
hide us from our shadows”

as if that is enough,
as if it matters in the dark.
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SUZANNE LAGRANDE

Embrace
The tree
wanted so much to grow
it let the
fence cut
into its skin,
let the barbed wire
In,
So embraced, the fence
had no choice but to let itself
become
part of the tree.
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Autumn
You could say that
the tree is bare,
All its leaves have
Fallen away
You can see the stark
outline
Every branch
Dripping with seeds.
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SUSAN TALLY
Baker Drummer

After last night’s rendezvous
I hear your voice in the tiny dart explosions
of a baguette left in the oven too long.
Let the others have their postcard toast.
I prefer this golden cobwebbed cavern.
Baker’s drummer, is this you?
My breakfast table by the window
Gathers static electricity.
You hold me in anticipation for your next crackle.
Is this the score to 2001?
The ancients are here.
I feel I know too much.
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No Simple Truth

At the end of the hall, one apartment
Has no name, just an eviction notice.
I imagine an apartment with
No furniture and a mattress on the bare floor.
Looking down at the street below,
He keeps his venations hanging at half X.
I imagine that the loud chatter of sports announcers
Takes the place of roommates and dinner companions.
I see him balancing things when inserting his key,
In order to avoid what’s tacked to his door.
When I tried to read the words inside the black tape,
My heart raced a I scurried down the stairwell.
I never liked this man with unkempt hair.
He never said hello.
A neighbor told me that he used to own a dry cleaning business.
I imagine that his trousers drag with the last pieces of tailor’s Velcro.
He wears the same drab clothes every day.
He is a frequent launderer.
When I run into him shuffling between washer and dryer,
He drops socks and misplaces laundry cards.
I want to ask how he is
But I am afraid he doesn’t do questions.
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HEATHER WHITED
Ron the Ghost
Ron is a ghost now
and reminds me
of paper the way
he flaps around helplessly
in the night
when I leave the window open.
He does not have green eyes
anymore or even
so much of a color as beige
or even the weight
of a staple
pulled from a piece of junk mail
and he exists
wrapped around the air;
he exists
riding waves of light
from one blink to
another
He does not talk any more
or have skin
and his bones
would not crunch if I stepped
on his foot because
I can see the
blinking orange light
of the computer
through his head and
also the tuxedo
hanging on the back
of the closet door.
If I asked Ron what he missed
I wonder if he would say
me
or coffee after a sleepless night
the feeling
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of summer or winter in the morning
or white yogurt
in a black bowl.
But I do not ask
because if I blink too quickly
or put my book
in front of my face
then he will go.
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Crooked Little Walk
I was born with
this crooked little walk.
Only, it wasn't a walk then,
because I couldn't,
being just a baby
in a pink onesie
at a hospital in Arizona.
It was just a part of my hip that
wasn't there,
a speck that the doctors
thought may or not
grow into the bit that I needed.
It was a black spot on an x-ray,
maybe a frown on my
parents' faces.
My crooked little walk wasn't
a walk then,
just a bit of crying
when moving bothered me,
when I took
an experimental turn
to see what my body could do.
My parents were supposed to do
exercises with me, but they didn't
because I screamed.
My crooked walk was
a scream then,
me laying on a blanket
my mom hunched over me
moving my left leg back and forth
while I flailed and ripped at the air
with my spongy pink fingers.
I screamed at the brace I was
supposed to wear too,
so that was put away
with the best of intentions,
and now I have a crooked little walk.
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As a child, my mom would
remind me to
walk straight, to not let my foot
flap around at a 90 degree angle.
My crooked little walk
wore my shoes out funny,
so that the left one tilts a bit
when my foot isn't in it.
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Corrective Surgery
It was a June day
and I was not quite
twenty six
a hot morning
when we went to sit
in the waiting room
of the surgery
until I was called back.
I said for a second
before going under
that I changed my mind
that I did not want
to do it after all
but then I was asleep.
There was a doctor
who sliced open
the pinkie finger
of my left hand
and touched the bones
there,
places I had never
seen myself.
He used
the smallest bits
of metal
to join
two bones together
and hold them steady.
When I woke up
it was to a bandaged hand
that held
underneath it
a stitched up finger
delicate rods
under the skin
holding the bones
in place
Lingerpost—44

MEGHAN STERLING
Before the Wolves
I.
From the air, birds strung as though on wires,
The presence of a mother, paper lanterns crushed by the traffic of the body,
the pressure of pants against the abdomen, the tight seat.
Breathing lightly, the moon, wrapping the body in memory, spins like a top as you dream of
Falling, reaching for a bird, puddles, stars, mud.
The person next to you sleeps. We kill the world with our talk.
And then, there is flight, when you can solace yourself in memories
Before men, dawn crowning majestic on golden wings, yawning like a lover,
Filled with an aching like rings of water. Inside us, all water,
Despite the years that accumulate on our bodies.
The years that steadily increase their demands.
Revealing more--a landscape turgid with memory, a surface to cast a reflection in, losing
forever whatever’s after.
Ask the heron, swooping low over the pond, to bring you a wish, spun from reeds, the self
that you lost, that you keep losing. Imagine that this plane will never touch down.
II.
The Mirror is an addiction. One last addition
And I will be perfect. Time a cell the face can never escape.
I dropped the ball, sweltering in the revisioning of
A heat that passed into nothing, but left me looking older
Than my thirty-something years. The romance of it, in a sweater and large pants,
The moonlight reeking of your old aunt’s perfume, mending
The dark like a sock. Another many-houred night facing poems.
The house is swallowed in quiet—
Like Job, trembling in the belly of the kitchen,
A notebook before me, the dishes in the sink,
Bags of sugar and flour, one lighted lamp.
III.
As if it were damning to know the truth,
To have seen it, naked and grey as an old church
Waiting in the shadow of the skyscraper which dwarfs it.
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I was a lover once—I had none of the rage, the cloud to fill a house with, the
disappointment That begins as an agony, becomes a companion. I had no house then.
O, my song of jealous sanctuary, bridge his river, his moat. Bridge my own,
Despite the lonely nights I fill with the pursuit of what I call my art.
I was dealt cards and I shuffled them back in again, here,
In the Vegas of my re-imagined fate, before the wolves came circling.
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Strange Land: A Sonnet

A cold winter then, a cold winter now—
I have forgotten how it is I knew
That history is made by pushing through,
Bearing the waning light, bearing the plow
That carves its way across the fallow fields.
With the fog came sorrow, came the flame
Of quiet trees the neighbors knew by name,
While I ached to remember how it feels
To belong to a landscape—to belong.
The leaf-drift burying the steps like snow,
The coyote call, the geese flying low,
And the night approaching, silent and long,
While the dead, in one voice, whispered their song,
“Nowhere to go, nowhere to go.”
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The Shell

Where is the conch shell? Once on the windowsill,
Its downturned spiny grimace holding wind
Inside the pink mouth, communicating
The nothing that the winter will become.
Wind and weather, the procession of years
Pass the window like gulls. The shell a reminder,
Presence of a longing, no more than waves.
Solitude, the still surface along which
The poem sails, provides the starfish,
Angelfish—delicate creatures from the sea,
Swept onto the deck by constant storming.
All that’s heavy, graying like decaying teeth,
Is lifted out, poured teeming into poems,
The only things my body can create.
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YVETTE A. SCHNOEKER-SHORB
AN OUNCE OF POMEGRANATE JUICE

“Just use the rest of it,” he says,
frustrated, pointing to the juice,
pomegranate, the level of purple
liquid now far less than the clear
glass of the bottle. Frustrated,
he’s wanting to get on the road.
Still holding my measuring cup,
I tell him the stuff is expensive,
that I’ll drink the rest tomorrow,
so he needs to go get ice. Twice
this morning we’ve had this
conversation; he finally gives in,
walks off carrying the little bucket
with the plastic liner, but he doesn’t
return. After fifteen minutes,
my concern is still minor,
as I begin to suspect he has
been distracted but never expect
the frantic knock on the door or
the panicky woman who informs me
he accidentally got locked in the ice
room, and neither the front desk
nor motel maintenance man has a key
that works. Two maids and a gathering
crowd attempt to reassure me he will be
okay; they point to a display of police,
paramedics, and fire department guys
wielding axes and crowbars. They
break the bolt of the concrete door,
soon ajar—applause and now
almost noon. Later in the day,
as we drive away, he apologizes,
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remembering he forgot to get
the ice for the cooler, and I confess
I drank the rest, trying to swallow
more than an ounce of guilt.
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